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DonEl and Violet were in ecstasy and so were Jeanne
and Al’Lan. There was so much sexual energy being shared
in a mind-link that held four humans and three hundred
Mroves in it. DonEl and Violet coupled four times in
succession and then DonEl was exhausted.
Violet still wanted more, but now that DonEl was no
longer erect, Violet thought, {*My baby. Give me a baby.*}
And DonEl and Jeanne and Al’Lan and three hundred
Mroves moved into Violet’s body and brought an egg to life
in her ovaries and moved it down into Violet’s womb. They
watched as the sperm swam into the cervix and headed
toward the egg. Everyone in the meld bet on a specific
sperm and it was a race of hundreds of sperm to see which
one got to the egg first.
The Mroves loved races and contests. And in the mindlink there was a lot of excitement and the race went on.
And as Violet and DonEl watched with mindsight, their
excitement brought another erection to DonEl. And as the
winner began to penetrate the wall of the egg, DonEl
ejaculated into Violet again and Violet had another orgasm
at the same time.
All four humans fainted from the ecstasy of it. And the
Mroves, who were accustomed to experiencing such
ecstasy, basked in the afterglow of a very successful union
of the humans.
The Mroves had learned how to go into the heavens
with mindsight. They had learned how to use mindsight to
stand guard while everyone slept. Now the Mroves knew
how to bring a dead egg to life and impregnate it with sperm
while using mindsight in the body of a Btrl female. They
could do the same thing in the body of a Mrove female, if
need be. They were very pleased with themselves.

The Mroves were excited about all this new knowledge
they had gained. They were purring with pleasure. It
sounded like billions of bees buzzing all at the same time in
the same room.
Now that Violet had seen her egg brought to life and
impregnated, she asked if it would be a girl or a boy.
DonEl asked, {*Do you really want to know?*}
Violet thought, {*Yes. I want to know.*}
DonEl thought, {*It is a girl. She will have red hair
and green eyes.*}
Violet thought, {*I have green eyes and brown hair. It
is very hard to see anything down here. What color are
your eyes?*}
DonEl thought, {*I have green eyes and auburn hair.
My mother has red hair. That’s where your daughter
gets her hair color. From my mother.*}
Violet thought, {*Thank you for the baby. I wanted to
have some purpose for my life. My daughter will give
me purpose.*}
DonEl thought, {*Maybe you will find even more
purpose for yourself than motherhood.*}
Violet concluded, {*I hope so. But there is very little
hope for that.*}
Now Violet shared with DonEl all the dangers that
awaited him and Al’Lan and Jeanne.
The Mroves thought, {*Let us follow the tunnels to
the city of the Btrl and we will eat all the Btrl that will not
cooperate with you.*}
DonEl thought, {*What about their weapons?*}
Hllmr thought, {*That is not a problem. We learned
from you how to hold them still with our minds. We can
eat them and they will not be able to run away. We can
eat them slowly, starting with their feet and hands. We
can eat their arms and legs. We can eat them and let

them watch until we are ready to eat their hearts and
watch them die.*}
DonEl, Jeanne, and Al’Lan began to weep.
DonEl thought, {*No. No. That is not why we came.
We came to save lives not teach you how to take lives in
that way.*}
Hllmr thought, {*We are sorry. It was only a joke. We
would not be so cruel. Only Btrl are that cruel.*}
The purring laughter that had started as soon as Hllmr
told her joke stopped abruptly. The Mroves had no idea that
the Mrovanni-Btrl had such little sense of humor.
Hllmr explained, {*I meant that with all of us,
Mrovanni, we can go with you in mindsight and hold
motionless anyone who would harm you. We do not like
the cavern. We like to be out in the open air. We do not
like the dark of the caves. They are dark and they smell
bad. We might use them for shelter, but we would never
venture far inside them. We will only stay near the
edges of caves.*}
Fortunately Violet did not understand the mental
conversation between DonEl and the Mroves.

